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#67-51433 - Model 33.  Standard 8-bulb, high-output light hood.  Slim design.  Adjustable height.  (Tilt

attachment available below.)  Mounted on casters for easy movement.

#67-51434 - Model 34.  Same as Model 33 above with addition of an electronic timer (Bili-Timer,

Catalog #67-55320) that records treatment time automatically.

#67-51415 - Tilt Attachment.  For Models 33 and 34.  Easily attached.  Permits light hood to be tilted down as much

as 60º to direct light under radiant warmer.  Order for old or new lights.

#67-51466 - Model 66.  Compact 4-bulb light hood.  2 Blue (B), 2 Daylite (D).  Fan-cooled for high 

efficiency.  “Floating height” adjustment and tilt control.  Skin color switch, standard.

#67-51467 - Model 67.  Same as Model 66 above with addition of an electronic timer (Bili-Timer,

Catalog #67-55320) that records treatment time automatically.

Replacement Fluorescent Bulbs - for Bili-Lites
Fluorescent bulbs for above models of Bili-Lites.  Available in 12-packs only.

#67-51410 Standard Blue (Type B) 12/Pack

#67-51413 Special Blue (Type BB) 12/Pack

#67-51480 - Model 80.  New. Improved.  Designed and manufactured by Olympic Medical.  Slim, floor stand light

uses halogen bulbs for concentrated irradiance.  Bulb Life Guaranteed for 1,000 hours.

Fully adjustable height with swivel and tilt.  Caster mounted.

#67-51481 - Model 81.  Same as Model 80 above with electronic timer that records treatment time

automatically.

#67-51408 - Halogen Bulb.  Replacement bulb for Models 80 and 81 Bili-Lites.

#67-51491 - Bili-Lite Pad.  Fiber Optic photo-therapy system.  Complete with light box and one light

pad (10’ x 5’).  Includes 50 disposable covers for light pad.  (Additional light pads and covers may be 

ordered separately, below.)

#67-51496 - Fiber Optic Pad.  10’ x 5’.

#67-51497 - Roll-Around Stand.  Holds light box and has basket for accessories.  Caster-mounted.

#67-51499 - Disposable Covers.  For light pads.  Box of 100.

#67-51417 - Halogen Bulb.  Replacement bulb for Bili-Lite Pad.

#67-53822 - Bili-Meter Model 22 with Type B-22 Sensor.  Radiometer for measuring irradiance of all fluorescent and

quartz-halogen type photo-therapy lights.  Complete with B-22 sensor and battery.

#67-53825 - Bili-Meter Model 22 with type F-22 Sensor.  Radiometer for measuring irradiance of all Fiber Optic type

photo-therapy pads.  (Example:  Olympic Bili-Lite Pad.)  Complete with F-22 sensor and battery.

Note: Both Type B-22 and Type F-22 sensors can be used interchangeably with Bili-Meter readout unit.  However,

each sensor should only be used to measure specific type of light source described above.

#67-53860 - Type B-22 Sensor (only).

#67-53865 - Type F-22 Sensor (only).

#67-55320 - Photo-Therapy Timer.  For recording actual photo-therapy treatment time.  Electric-eye controlled.

Battery operated.  Portable.  Used with any fluorescent-type, photo-therapy light.  Includes two velcro® mounting 

kits.

#67-55325 - Mounting Kit.  For temporary attachment of Bili-Timer (by Velcro®) to any fluorescent photo-therapy

light.




